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111TRODIJC T  1 o N 

This report provides a description of the network 

optimization technique used in• the DLDCNS. Previous 

memoranda on the subject are combined, suMmarized and 

corrected, 

This report . is written  as an  interim  record ofthe 

optimization methodology used in the Domestic  Long-Distance 

Communications Network Study (DLDCNS). The methodology  has  been 

continuously improved over the past year  or more 	Because of 

this continuous improvement many of the references1 to 7 are not 

accurate statements:of the method now being used for network 

optimization. .The purpose of this report is to indicate how the 

techniques described previously have been combined and modified 

to form the present network synthesis technique. 

rY, 



2. 	Ail OVERVIEW OF THE SYNTHESIS TECHHIQUE USE() 

The steps taken in optimizing the 

satellite/terrestrial network are summarized« Each of 

these  stops are  described in detail in later sections  nf  

the report« 

In order to synthesize a cost-effective Canadian 

satellite/terrestrial network for the 1980's, the following steps 

• have been and are being taken: 

I) 	A description of what is meant by an optimum network 
is speCilied. 	This description must be or lead to a 
quantitative measure by which networks can be 
compared'. 

• 

	

ii) 	A description of the existing network is determined. 
This  description  must: 

a) .describe the network as it is in 1973, 

b) be - ''expandable" as far as 1990, in that subsystems 
•that may be introduced into the.network in the 
1980's can become part of the model. 

c) :Specify the capabilities and the relevant costs ot 
. each system in the network, 

d) be complex enough to accurately model the 
essential features of the network, and yet simple 
enough that different expansion options may be 
easily chosen and evaluated. 

iii) 	A description of the most likely traffic loads on the 
network, and the ,  upper and Tower bounds on that 
traffic estimate, must be made. This traffic - 
inCludes: 

a) .heavy-route long•haul voice, data, and leased-line 
requirements in southern Canada, both of the 
interprovincial and intraprovincial type. 



television distribution by the netWeyks such as 
GBC, CTV and Global TV, and by the 'Cable TV . 

 :companies and education departmehts  of the 
'provincial governments,. 	• 

thin-route telephone and .data service  to remote 
communities. 	 • 

iv) 	A synthesis procedure for network expansion •must be 
developed. 	A necessary part of this procedure is an 
algurithm for routing traffic through-a Constrained 
network at minimum cost. 	As well, howev-er, it is • 

«necesSary to deVelop strategies to determine what 
network options to investigate, and to Consider the 
largenumber of possible satellite syStems in an 
organized way. 

Each of these four areas of activity are escussed in.• 

• detail below. 

b ) 
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3. 	THE HEASURE 'USED TO COMPARE FEASIBLE• ['E  mus .  

The optimum network is defined to lie the one with 

minimum cost over the 1973 to 1985 Interval, taking into 

account maintenance, operàtion, and major refurbishment of 

existing systems, and maintenance, operation and 

amortization of new systems. • 

The basic objective of the WACHS is to determine the 

expansion of the Yong-distance network which would be of (Jreatesi. 

national benefit in the long term. 	This is interpreted to mean 

expansion of the..netWork to meet predicted traffi,c requirements 

in  the 1980-1985 time-frame at minimum.cost to the nation, ii Eh 

 perhaps some consideration of how the network might expand in the 

post-1985 time-frame. 

The approach described in reference [3] is being used, 

• Essentially, thatapproach is to 

i) ignore all costs that were incurred prior to 1973, 
since these costs cannot be recovered -  by changing the 
network. 	(Salvage of large microwave . systems for sale 
elsewhere has never b.een done to  date in  Worth America 
to the author's knowledge. 	DND has sold mid-Canada 
system communication links to TCTS, but they are used 
in place.) 

ii) of the costs after 1973, consider only amortization, 
refùrbishment, maintenance, and operatiOns costs, and 
ignore corporation profit and income taX "costs'. 



The costs considered are only those real ..costs that may 

change by a re-design of  the • network. 	Further, -the'costs are 

only costs to the nation as a whole. 	Items such as profit and 

• taxes are simply a' redistribution of wealth within - the country. 

. 	It has been commented that such'a costing procedure is not. 

"realistic", in - that it is not the sanie as that Used by the 

common carriers. 	It is true that the network may be different if 

oùtstanding debt af old systems was included and costs sUch  as 

profit and tax were included. However, neither system wOuld 

likely be the same  as  that which is designed to return maximum 

profit to a particular common carrier, be it TCTS,-. CN/CP, or 

Telesat. 

' 	Having specified what•costS are to be consfde'red, the next 

step is,to•determine in general terms the method used to 

determine  the' optimumsyStem.• The "optimum" system is that which 

meets the traffic'requirements, fidelity requireMents, and 

network proteCtion requirements at minimum cost. The cost that 

will be minimized is the present value (in 1980 )'. of the 	• 

amortization, refurbishment, maintenance, and operations costs in 

the 1980-1985 time-frame. 	Consideration will also be given to 

making this system..  compatible  with the network in the 1973-1980 

time-frame  and the  post-1985 period. This will be done in the  

follOwing way: 



Stu_1: Determine the annual costs of exlsting an.d new 
radio, cable, Waveguide, and satellite systems as 
a.  function of installed .circuit capacity. 	(This 
will be discussed in more detail'bélow.) 

Step 2:• Determine the minimuM cost ,. network for each of the 
"spot" times 1980, 1985,.and 1990, •(This will be 
done with the optimum routing algorithm and the 
.demand-cost strategy, as explained below.) 

Step 3:. If these three "spot optimum" networks are not 
compatible, in that major systems are in an 
earlier network and not in a later one, or if the 
satellites in the different networks are not the 
same, then the "spot optimum" networks will have 
to be modified so that they are compatible and the 
present value in 1980 of their costs is minimized. 



4. 	PREDICTED END-TO-END CIRCUIT REQUIREMEH1S ON 
THE LONG-HAUL NETWORK 

7 

The network is designed to meet the voice, data, 

and video requirements of the 1980's. Forecasts of these 

requireMents have been made from available data, and are 

given in detail in other DLDCNS serial documents ,  

The raw information on which network requirements in the 

1980's must be based are voice and data requirements prior to 

1973, population growth and economic growth forecasts for the 

1973-1990 interval, predictions of the end-to-end circuit 

requirements of the common carriers for the 1973 to 1980 

interval, and stated requirements of the television networks in 

the 1980's. 	Interprovincial and intraprovincial public switched 

voice and total voice circuit end-to-end requirements have been 

determined by Keefer [9,10,11]. The CBC requirements are taken 

from reference 12; requirements of the other television networks 

are not known, so the estimates stated in reference [7], based on 

zero data, are used until data becomes available. 

It is assumed that these requirements are exogenous 

variables, i.e, they are independent of transmission costs. 	One 

reason for making this assumption is that long-haul transmission 

rates are determined by many factors, only one of which is, 

transmission costs. 
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5. 	MODEL OF THE  LONG-HAUL COMMOMICA1T1 011 NE1UORK 

A mbdel of the Canadian terrestrial long-haul 

transmission system is described. The modei is complex 

enough to include all large concentrations of television 

and telephone traffic, and yet simple enough to be 

analyzed. The model allows for expansion throughout the 

1980's, and , includes potential satellite 4round staLious, 

At present.-the long-haul heavy-route cominnication 

network in Canada'consists of two 4 GHz radio' systems owned by 

the.members of 'TCTS, a 6 GHz radio system owned by CM/CP, and the 

Anik 4/6 GHz satellite system owned by Telesat Canada. 	In almost 

all cases these systems are operating far below their ultimate 

capacity of 16,800 full-duplex voice circuits on . the 4 GHz 

systems' and 10,800. voice circuits on the 6 GHz system. 

The terrestrial systems include hundreds of radio repeater 

sites. 	Rather than include each of these locations as nodes in 

the long-haul netwOrk model, only nodes which are one or more of: 

i) major population centres and so a source of 
signiffcant long-haul telephone traffic, 

ii) a regiOnal distribution  centre for CBC television 
programs, or 

iii) an important  network branch point, 	. 	. 

are included. 	The simplified network includes 20 nodes and 25  
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connecting links, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 	The reason for 

including the .nodes in the network are shown in Fig, 1. 	Four 

.nodes in Quebec and the maritime  are not traffic sources, but 

are included because they are major branch points. Several of 

the links of Fig. 1 have several systems in parallel, as shown in 

Fig. 2. 

The nodes shown in Figure 1 and 2 are not single repeater 

•sites; some metropolitan nodes cover hundreds of square miles and 

include as many as ten junction repeaters and switching centres. 

These complex nodes have been replaced by star nodes, with one 

branch of the star going to 'each other major node that is 

directly connected to the node being represented. Separate star 

representations are used to model the TCTS and the CM/CP 

• networks. The now rather artificial network is partly shown in 

• Fig. 3. This network model is developed to allow various network 

expansion options to be investigated, rather than to accurately 

represent the network in the field node by node. 

The ground stations of the satellite system are modelled 

as extensions of the network shown in Figures 1 to 3. 	Satellite 

• ground terminals in southern Canada will carry one or more of the 

following kinds of traffic: 

i) television transmit and receive, 

ii) television receive only, 

iii) multiple-access voice, likely TDMA, 

iv) dedicated use of two satellite transponders between 
two ground stations. 
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FIGURE-1 

SIMPLIFIED NETWORK MODEL WITH 20 NODES AND 26 LINKS 

Source of . Voice Traffic Only 

Source of Television Traffic On -iy 

Source of Television ani. c'ce Traffic 



LEGEND:  

1-1 . . -Montreal 
12. 'Quebec City 

13. Riv. du Loup 

14. Riv. Blanche 
15. MonctOft 

16.. Halifax 

17, Sept Isles 

18. Sydney 

19. Cornerbrook 
20. St. John's 

NODES:  

1. Vancouver 	6. Winnipeg 

2. Edmonton 	7. Windsor 

3. Calgary 	8. Sudbury 

4. Saskatoon 	9. Toronto 

5. Regina 	10. Ottawa 

4 - GHz Radio System - - 

16,800 voice- C -irCuitcapacity 
6 GHz Radio System 
10;800 voice circuit capacity 
Digital ,Coaxial Cable System 

20,160 voice circuit capacity' 

FIGURE 2• 

EXISTING TERRESTRIAL CAPACITY OF THE'LONG-HAUL NETWORK 
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The cost of ground station equipment varies widely among that 

required for the four types of traffic. 	For instance, television 

receive-only is much less costly than television transmit and 

receive. 	Because of this, a satellite ground station and the 

terrestrial backhaul system to the terrestrial long-haul network, 

is modelled as shown in Figure 4. 	Branches of the network 

representing the ground station are labelled a to e, and 'nodes 

are labelled A to F. 	Television receive-only traffic is carried 

on branch a, television transmit-and-receive on branch b, 

multiple-access voice on branch c, and dedicated-transponder 

voice on branch d. 	All traffic to the satellite is carried on 

branch e. 	Node F is identical to the node at the metropolitan 

• junCtion to which the ground terminal is asSociated. 

• The satellite is represented by a separate node in the. 

•netWor 	Nodes A, B, C ›  and D of each ground station (see  FI g. 

 a'r,e Cbnnected ,to the satellite. 



FIGURE 4 

NETWORK MODEL OF A SATELLITE EARTH STATION 

j 4 



6. COMMUNICATION LINKS AND THEIR COSTS 

The salient.characteristics and ccists of systems 

that may become part of the long-haul transmission network 

in the 1980s are described. Relationships betWeen 

capital costs and annual!costs of these systems are 

• . 	developed. 

The network model is such that all costs can be associated 

with a link of the network, and ownership of each link in the 

network except the intersystem connections of Fig. 3 can be 

specified. The long-distance links are assumed to be one of the 

following: 

i) analog microwave radio links existing in 1973 9  

ii) new analog microwave radio links, 

iii) new digital radio links, 

iv) new digital• coaxial cable links, 

v) new digital millimetre waveguide links. 

The numerical values of the costs of these systems, and the 

technique used tb,...determine those costs from available data is 

dés . pribed: below. 
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• 

6.1 	EXISTING TERRESTRIAL SYSTEMS 

É'..iSting terrestrial long • haul  transmission 

 syptems are 4 Gllz and 6 Gilz  anale g radio systems ope .raLed 

by •TCTS and. CN/CP respectively. 	Determination of the 

annual costs of these systems takes into account the fact 

that these systems are already in the field and have 

• negligible net salvage value. 

Let us first consider existing analog microWave radio 

systems,.owned . by either TCTS or by CH/CP. 	Information is 

available giving the location of each repeater site in these 
! 

systems, the frequencies  used 	installed equipment at each 

frequency band.- In the TCTS systems 4 GHz is used for long-haul 

traffic,  and  2 GHz, 6 GHz, 7 GHz, and 8 GHz are used for local 

traffid. 	The first step in determining the annual cost of such a 

system  is to deterMine the capital cost of each repeater site if 

it were built in 1973. 	The cost of the  building, tower, roads , . 

etc.:are divided between long-haul and local systems in 

proportion to the number of radio channels used by each. 	This 

in 	can.be used to determine the equivalent new capital 

cost of the longhaul portion of the links shoWn in Figures 1 to 

3, as a function of installed capacity on that linL 	It is 

assumed that each 4 GHz radio channel can be loaded with 1,200 

voice channels  or a TV program with several audio channels, am1 

that each low 6 GHz radio channel  cari carry 1 ,800 voice channel'.; 



or a IV program With audio. 	This loading is possible with modern 

transceivers with TWT output.amplifiers; in contrast with the 480 

channel . and 960: thannel loading of,older transceivers. 

The capital •cost of a 4 GHz radio link as a function of 

installed link capacity is. the step-function shown in Fig. 5. 

Larger costs are incurred when introducing the sixth and the 

eleventh operating .channel. 	The step-function cost curve is 

approximated by:the ramp, also shown in Fig. 5, 	: 	• 

The next  s'tep is to convert this capital cpst function to 

an annual cost fuàction, again in terms of instaTled link 

edpacity. 	If the amount of traffic carried on the link as a 

function of time.over itS complete lifetime were known, then the 

technique discussed in reference, 2 could be used. 	However, tha. t 

informationis not known a priori; for the time interval between 

when the syStem -iS installed and the present time,.this 

.,InfOrmation is known by the carriers (if they have in fact kept „• 

.'these recOrdS) bu,t 'not by .CSE, and for the future the traffic 

. Carried,en an individual route as a function of tiMe is a result 

-0  -the study, rather than an input. Thus a simplermethed of 

'determining annual costs must be determined. 	Such'a method,' Used 

là this:study, ls described in reference 3. 	ThiS method is to 

assume that  amorti  zation  costs, refurbishment costs, and 

• 

 

maintenance and operations costs, which together form the system 

annual costs, are together a fixed percentage  of  the  system 

capital costs. 	The.  result is a system ann,ual cost function in 

terms of installed system capacity . 	This functicin for each link 



CAPITAL COST OF A 4 GHz.RADIO LINK. 

7‘ 

-7 
,/ 

Link 
Capital , 

 Cost, 
$ 

FIGURE 5 

1 8 

Cost Curve 

Approximation  to Cost Curve. 

1.2 ' 	 6 	 12 	 16.8 

INSTALLED LINK CAPACITY, 
THOUSANDS OF VOICE CIRCUITS 
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in the network,. together with a description of the network 

topology, and the end-to-end traffic requirements of the network, 

forms the input data for the optimal routing'algerithm. 

Let us now .consider hoW to deterinine this  annual cost 

function in detail', b.earing . in  mind that we are only going to -

consider future  costs of the network. 	Consi  der  first the initial 

step in the capital cost curve. :111is is the cost Of the 

building, roads, , prime power, tower, antenna, etc. 	For an 

existing system it is only necessary to  consi  der MO costs of 	. 

these. items. 	MO•costs are assumed to be a fixed percentage, OE, 

of the.capital costs of the system. 	(Ho information is available 

different Values of (Â for roads, buildings, antenna systems, 

and electronic equipMent;.an overall value of 13% is assumed.) 

Consi  der  next the annual costs of electronic:equipment 

that is already installed. 	It is not necessary te pay complete' 

aMortization costs. .of this equipment, because its purchase was'in 

the past, and past costs are not.considered. 	Howèver, it is 

neces-sary to refurbish this.equipment at some future date because 

of  obsolescence,. Thèse refurbishment costs are 

on 

A R = 

- 	(14.i) 	I  

mhere 	C iS the refurbishment capital cost. 

i is the interest rate or opportunity 
. 	- cost of money, 

rA 	is the number of years before: - .. - - 
• 1 refurbishment  is  necessary, 

( 	 ) 



and 	U,:is the lifetime of the new 
'electronic equipment. 

The values chosen for 11 1 and U 2  are  averages over - all existing 

systems. 	It is' tentatively assumed that N 1  is seven years, 11 2  is 

fifteen years, and  i is 8%. 	The effect of  inflation  on A R  is not 

included in (1). •  Using these values of the parameters in (1),, 

A
R
/C is 5.7%. 	If this cost is added to the maintenance and 

operations cost, the total cost of presently installed electronic 

equipment is 18:7% of its capital cost. 

• The last item to consider is the cost of new electronic 

equipment to increase the capacity of the link. 	The annual cost 

o f. this equipMent is  the full amortization cost plus the MP!di 

costs, a total o -L• 

{

C 	.13 	+ 	i 

Again the effects Of inflation are not included. 	With i . .04 

and N 2 	15 years -  as in (1), these total , annual Costs are 24.7%: 

Of capital costs.. 

. The relationship between the simplified cost curve and the 

annual cost curve as functions of installed capacity are shown in 

Fig. 6. 

2

1 - ( 1+i ) 	- -N i l (2 ) 
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FIGURE 6 

ANNUAL COSTS OF AN EXISTING RADIO LINK 

1.3% I 

PRESENT 	 MAXIMUM 

INSTALLED CAPACITY 



cost per mile of a long haul system can be written annbal the 

; form 
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6.2 NEW TERRESTRIAL SYSTEMS 

ar  

Potential new terrestrial long-haul transmission' 

systems. include 4 GHz and 6 GHz analog radio systems, 

digital radio, coaxial cable, and millimetre waveguide 

Systems. The capital and annual costs of these systems 

per  'route mile as a function of installed capacity  are  

• described. 

MOM•019elteelle191/9.7Z•MelleMea4■8•17.G.t. 

New terrestrial systems are those for whi  ch:  the detailed 

route has not been determined, no microwave sites have been 

installed, no cables laid for coaxial systems, etc. 	In that case 

' : th è•pr6cedure is to determine a capital cost and then an annual 

cost per mile, and multiply the cost per mile by the airline 

distance between end terminals, times a factor of 1.2 to take 

into account detours in the actual route. 

The cost per mile of any new long-haul system is assumed 

to be  of the  form 

. wh .ere m 

Ç(m) 	= 	C o 	qr. C i M, m 	M 

CO 	 9 m > M 

is - the number of,installed full-dupleX voide circuits, 

and M is the maximum capacity of the system. 	Similarly, the 



A(m) = • 	A m. m< M 1 A .(4) 

(5) S•ere 	Ab a + -------- 
(1 	(1+i) -N3 ) 

[a + 
-N4 

(6) 

,  ni  > M 

. where is the ratio of maintenance and operations 
cost per year to capital costs, 

is the interest rate or opportunity 
cost of money, 

is the lifetime in years of the 
initial portions of the system such 
as the buildings, roads, cables, 
antennas, etc. 

is the lifetime in years of the 
electronics of the system, perhaps 
determined by obsolescence of the 
equipment. 

Different transmission media can be modelled by specifying 

the values of the parameters C o , C l , a, M, N 3 , and N4 for that 

medium. 	Media modelled in this way include TD 4 GHz radio, TH 6 

GHz radio, 11 GHz digital radio, LD-4 digital coaxial cable, and 

millimetre digital waveguide systems. 	In euh case  it is assumed 

that N is 25 years and N is 15 years. 	Estimates of the o the'  3 	 4 
parameters are 'giVeri in Table 1. 



TABLE 1 

Parameters of Heavy-Route Transmission Media 

Medium 	 C o 	C 1 	
a 	 M 

4 	GHz 	Radio 	 $17k 	$1.10 	0.13 	16,800 

6 	GHz 	Radio 	 $17k 	$1.10 	0.13 	10,800 

11 	GHz 	Digital 	Radio 	'$18k 	$1.25 	0.13 	32,256 

LD-4 	Coaxial 	Cable 	 $51k 	$1.12 	0.10 	20,160 

Millimetre 	Waveguide 	$74k 	$0.23 	0.10 	240,000 

The MU costs are assumed to be 10% for cable and waveguide 

systems, and 13% for radio systems. The latter are more exposed, 

and use TWT amplifiers rather than solid state amplifiers. 	Both 

of these differences contribute to a higher HO cost. Based on 

the information in Table 1, and assuming that the cost of money 

24 

cbsts of the five media in Table 1 - are given  ii  
. 	, 



TABLE 2 

Annual Costs-per •  Mile, of Heavy-Route Transmission Sdia 

Medium 	 A(o) 	 N 	 AN 

4 	GHz Analog 	Radio 	$ 	3,800 	16,800  

6 	GHz Analog 	Radio 	 3,800 	10,800 	$ 	6,7 0 0 

11 	GHz 	Digital 	Radio 	 4,000 	32,256 	$14,000 

LD-4 	Digital 	Cable 	$ 	9.9k 	20,160 	$14,800 

Millimetre 	Waveguide 	$14.3k 	210,000 	$26,300 
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6..3 SATELLITE GROUND  STATION  COSTS 

- ..- .,:l.: +ozetaalaseeese.,srosvererseavrwseamesnr-nen retereesmeekematmect.I‘e.t.e.mn-eelx.-s-Tor.,---.4e-..eren aioititeere...zwzweasa ne 

Potential Satellite ground sta tions are mode] led 

as part of the terrestrial network. The cost model for 
. 	, 

these ground'stàtin is described SethexiStipand , neW 

:ground  stations  f  including the necessay - ackhaur_. 

facilities,  are 	 • includéd.' 	 . 

ru.,,,,,,e.re4EzreeL-receumearszenresers,..-ror,....ms .2...4.i.mneasw-mm-rec ashr...mzerennent...—ttaieenuteemmam. 	 atsanersmen. 	 ' 

The network model  of .a.  satellite ground staitewas•• 

LÏnks. a, b, c, and: described in Section 5 and shown in Fig. 4. 

• repreSent: the  • eléctroilic eqUipment to tranSinit. and 'receive .  the 

. traffi c :. thrbugh ,  the satellite te 	e -  répres.éntS •the:»àntenha r! . 	. 
the 	 access 1-oad, - prime - power  sySteM, ,and 

systeni. The 	Cost  and  techni cal .  description of  these • 

ithkS .haS been specified  in  references .  [13] and [ 14], iThes. 

HceverSI -Oh from Capital costs - te' . ahnuaI dost's is describe'd bel °W. 

There are two possible frequency bands 

given gro_und station, the 4 GHz and 6 GHz 

and 14 GHz t.; .a.nd 	• If 12 and :14 .GHz  is us.éd- the gre.u: nd 

: : be located :anywii ere wi thout i àte rferi ng wtth  the  •terreStri .a -L' 

microwave system, However, completely new ground  stations  would 

be reqüi red._ In contraSt, if - 4 and 6 .GHZ Mere 

terrestrial backhaul links are required 

backhaul links and ground stations have 

Ani k. system. the 
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• 

Consider .Jirst . a new ground station des.igned to operate in • 

either band. • FrO'm references [13]. and [14] a :capital cost 

function C(m),...a function of the number of voice:-Orcuits or 

televisien . channels flowing through the link, Uan• be determined. , 

The annual coS . tfunctions for these links are  

A(m). 	C(m) 

1 - (1+1 r N5  

where a is the Ma rate, i is the intereSt rate, and N 5  is the 

system lifetime for cost purposes. 	Again, inflation is not 

accounted for. The values chusen for these parameters are a 

0,13, the same as that for terrestrial radio systems, i 	8% as 

before,andll r .7years.11.is set at 7 years because that is 
• 

the likely lifetime of the satellite, not because the system 

would have to be replaced after 7 years. 	With these values On . 

the parametePs, A(m) 	0,32 C(m). 

• The alternative is to use an existing ground station and 

hackhaul system...: In this case it may be neces .sary to improve  the  

e›:isting site „by , .improving the antenna, increaSing the capacity 

Ule -  backhaul link, adding new transmitters, etc. 	Let  C 1  Cm)  be - 

. the 'capital cUst function of the'existing equipment as a function 

of m, the number of circuits through the link, and C2(m) be .the 

corresponding cost function of the new equipment. 	The annual . 

,;:ost function...of the link is then 	 . • 

(7) 
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A(m) 	OE 	C 1 (m) + C 3 (m) ..1 +
2
(m) 	 (8) 

• 

• • •4 • . 
1 - (i+i) 

No amorti  zation  costs are associated with existing equipment frem 

- the Anik•system because these costs have already, been incurred 

and are not recoverable by removing the facilities. If we use 

the same parameters  as  • were used for a new . gro.und station,. (8) 

becomes • 

A(m) 	= 	0..13 C l (m) + 0.32 C a (m) ( 9 ) 

If the amortization time for new ground stations were 

• 11- ceeaSed.froe7 years to 14 years, the time-'frame -  for two .  
: 

satellite systems, then equations (7) and (8) become. 	• 

A(m) = 0.25 C(m) 

for an entirely new ground. station, and 

A(m) = 0.13  C. 1  (m) + 0.25 C 2 (M) 

' for an existing ground station. 

(10. 

(11) 
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6.4 SATELLITE SPACE SEGMENT COS1S 

ammemrirsasetavneaoceratre.mnr,weesesocnetura s see rmes.-..,,,cres-mratr-lefiruc.,:mcear.,,,,...;:-...,..“.,c.:,=urans-Avtue, .n 

. The cost model for the space portion of à . 

communication satellite ssteM is described. The costs.bf 

the T.T.Ç. station and the satellite system-,control 

centre are included as part of the space pertion costs, as 

sùch systems do flot  carry network traffic:Land so can Most

easily be Costed as part of the space  segment  of the 

• system. 

The space segment of the satellite sntem includes the 

satellite or satellites themselves, and the terrestrial 

fa'cilitieS' to control'the system, i.e. any part of the system not 

directly associated with a ground station which carries network 

traffic. 

The satellite  space segment is a  well  defined systém with 

a .specifi ‘ ediifetime for the actual satelilite. 	Thqs the 

p .chntques , developed in reference [2] can be used to determine 

the annbal costs of the satellite space segment; The anpnal cost 

'fixed„and not a function of traffic through the satellite, 

!because there is no opportunity to modify a satellite during  ils  

lifetiMe._ 
! 

,C,onsider first the cost of the satellites themselves, in 

The preseWt value of this portion of the '.§.304W.:4 
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((; 	± C 	C ) 
I 	L 

P s = C D + 
j e 

c; s.  (1 + -0 - DN+1 .(1 2 ) 

The  annuaT cost of this portion of the system is 

(1 3) 

1 - 

A s 	.19  .61 	C s 	.43 ( +) 
'L. (14) 

where C 	is,tfie portion of the satellite development costs . that 
the manufacturer charges to the system in question, 

	

. C r. 	is the cost of producing another satellite of the  same 
type, and of  'transporting that satellite to the launch 

	

• 	site, 

is the incentive charge by th.e manufacturer fo.r a 
satellite operating successfully in orbit, . 

is the cost of launching the satellite, includin g. cost 
of the launch vehicle, use of the launch site, payment 
.of launch personnel, etc., 

is .the planned time interval between the time for 
which the present  value 'is caldulated and the'time 

' 	that the jth satellite is launched, 

is the interest rate, 

is the .cost of insuring the launch, as a fraction of 
the cost of a satellite and its laUnch. 

where L, is the lifetime of the system. 	If we set N 	2, two 

satellites in orbit, D 1  . 0, 02 = 0.5, 0 3  . 1.0, i = 8%, y 	15%, 

twice the expected failure rate of a Thor-Delta launch, and L 	7 

years, the annual cost of the satellites in orbit is 	H. 

and 
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, • 	As well as the*above, the space segment costs Include - the' 

amortization and the M&0  costs of the T.T.U. station and  

satellite control centre. 	(In the Anik system the 1"..C'.' 

station is at Allan Park and the control centre is on River Road, . 

.Vanier.) The T.T.&C. Station can be costed - in much the-same wey 

as a traffic-carrying ground station, in that only MO .costS of .-. 

the.existing portion of the new T.T.&C.- station are charged. In  

contràst, - new portions of the existing station ,•  or • a - completely 

'new•Station must•be charged both amortization and fl&O oust s . 

this amortization is over 14 years, the lifetime of two: . 

sUccessive'similar Satellite systems, and an M&O rate. of'.13%- :is 

'used, the annual eosts are 

"Tic 	= 	0.13 	C o 	0.25 	C 

.where C o  is the:costof the old portion of the' 

and CN is the .cost of the . new portion. 

The total annual cost of the space segment of 

satellite system, then, is 

A SS = 	019 	C t  + 0.61 	C 	+' 0.43 	(C1 

0.13 t o + 0.25 C 	Acc 

. 	. 
where A 	is the annual , cost of the control centre. c•c 
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7. 	THE  OPTIMAL, ROUTING ALGORITHM 

• 7••• .t f•ry•f-ouri•mripaatea,r-mr.•.•.rsc••••w•Vrn.pre•à*ely,re•MAn••••••••••••/**•• -•••c 

The optimal routing algorithm routes the specified 

Voice and television traffic over the constrained network 

at minimum annual cost. The network is.'constrainéd. in 

that  potential terrestrial links and satellite ground 

statiOns are specified and assigned cost functions. 

• -rucreatrs.en. 	 c•-••-n•es•rtr-ur 

The optimal routing algorithm routes the traffic through 

the satellite/terrestrial network at minimum annual cost. The 

input to the algorithm is: 

a complete description of the network topology as 
'outlined in Section 5, 

ii) 	an end-to‘7- end  traffic description, • as discussed —in, 
'Section 4, 

lij) . the annual cost of each link  in the network  as a 
• . 'function of traffic carried over that link, às- . 

described in Section 6. 	 . 	. 	 . . 	 . 

The. output  of the algorithm is: 

I) 	a description of how telephone traffic between each 	 , 
pair of end points is routed through the network

' 
 and 	 , 

how each television signal is distributed througfl the 	 i 
network, 

ii) a statement of the amount of t.raffic carried  on  each • 
 link of the network, 

iii) .the annual cost of the complete network. 



The  algorithm used to produce this output is'ajWuristic 

33 

It  • s one  rather than one which is based on linear programming'.. 

an extension of the algorithm described in references [6] and 

[8], generalized to route television as well as telephone tra 

at minimum cost. The heuristic approach rather than the standard 

L.P. approach was taken because of the much larger amount of 

computer time used by the L. P.  programs available. 	(In a test 

run with a network of six nodes and eleven links the heuristic 

algorithm reguired only about 1% of the time,requiyed.-hy - the 

lirogram.to optimize the network.)"The Canadian longliaul lietwprk 

model as described for •  optimization in the computer  has abb ut 

 nodes and 120 links, including ly traffic-generating:nddes 

increase from,tfie 20 nodes and 26 links shown ih Fig. 2 iS due .te. 

in 	of  satellite ground stations, metrepolitan mOdets and 

dummy links introduced to model several parallel systems. 	Thé 

• heuyiStic algorithm can optimize traffic flow through thts 	• , 

network in about one minute of Sigma 7.time. About 10 .tofT5 : 

minutes' of programmer  time is required to prepare the input data, 

and to do the initial interpretation of the  output data.. — . 

60 

The. 
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8. 	THE DEMAND-COST SIRATLOY 

acca.ace- cmcc-r. 	 Acw...memessztaters,'-e..-r","  

- The requirement s  for voice  and  • video circuits 

through the satellite can be determined as a function of 

the annual cost of a voice circuit through the space 

portion of the satellite system. A graphical description 

of this information is called the satellite demand curve. 

As well, - the optimum satellite for  each.  satellite  traffic 

requirement can be chosen and costed.  The satellite 

system cost curve is the graphical. description of this 

latter information. The cost curve and demand curve can 

, be cOmbined in such a way that the optimum satellite 
 i 

system,-subject to the network constraints impOsed, can be 

.determined. 

The optimal routing algorithm discussed above specifies 

how traffic should be routed through the network that has a 

specified topology and link costs. 	However, determination of the 

various satellite options and the associated satellite link costs 

is a major part of the project; satellite link costs have yet to 

be determined, and may change significantly as new satellite 

options are considered. Use of the demand-cost strategy allows 

for considerable network optimization work to be done without 

detailed knowledge being available on the satellite system, and 

prevents the necessity for duplication of effort when considering 

• a different satellite. 



Rather than developing a Cost function for the:Satéllite -:, 
• 

links, as was  donc  An Section 6 for the terrestrial ' links, let us 
• • 	 • 
•suppose thatthe' . cost of transmitting a voice circuit through' 

satellite is x dollars, with no cons traint  on the amount of 

traffic through the satellite, The network can be optimized with 

the optimal routing algorithm for any specific value of x, and 

repeated for several values of x. The required number of 

circuits through the satellite in an optimized network can be 

thought of as a function of x, the "offering price" of a 

satellite circuit. The graphi cal  representation of. this 

funCtion; plotted with x on the vertical .axisand the 

-• satellite voice Circuits on the horizontal axis, As referrédtp i ,  

as the satellite demand cUrve. 	(The reason for Choosing the axes  

' this way will ,be evident later.) 	It is expectecLthat.Such a 

1 have, the. 2  curve will be similar to that shown in Fig. 7, and wil 

following general characteristics: 

i) It is a . uniformTy decreasing curve, in that :Only 
reducing x can• the traffic: through the satellite, 'beH 

•• 	indreased, 

ii) A value XmA ,4 . exists such that if the annual 'C.(1..S' - 
voice circuit is greater than XmA x  there Wl .L ibe 
traffic through the satellite. 

iii) The trafffc through the satellite'is 	 'some: : 
finite maximum value even' if x is rednced,tb:zere. 

iv) The curve is a series of discrete steps, aS- shown irL' 
• Fig.  7. 	One - reason for this is that as sOdn:as 

television signal is routed through the satellite the 
nuMber of .  equivalent voice circuits is indreased by ›a 
large amount. 	The other reason is that as soon a.s 
becomes small.enough to attract a voice circuit 
betveen a pair of nodes, say betweenAancouver and 
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Halifax, it will either take as much ,of that traffic 
.as is.allowea for network protection reasonS, or 

, 	enough that a link somewhere is no longer required, 
whichever is smaller .. 	 . . 

• There  • Will be different demand curves, of course', for different 

f traffic.requireMents and different terrestrial and..ground station 

'110(Cos - ts .. 
. 	„ 

As well  as  these demand curveS, the actual cost . of...the 

space  •orion of the  satellite system can be deterMined,  as  

described in Section 6.4. 	There are a number of satellite 

options, each optimum for a specific amount of satellite traffic, 

ground station  (i/ f, and modulation scheme. 	Thus for a liven 

ground,segment of the satellite system one can specify the 

minimum cost of the space segment as a function of satellite 

traffiC, as shown in Fig. 8. 	For a given satellite the cost 

.curve is constant, and increases in discrete steps ,as a new more 

complex satellite becomes necessary. 	The dotted curves indicate 

the cost of the large systems below the capacity at which theY 

are optimum. 

If the total annual costs shown in Fi q. 8 are divided by 

, the number of circuits  '(hi  ough the satellite, the result is an 

annual cost  per satellite voice circuit curve, as shown in Fig. 

9 	At each value of traffic through the satellite Fig. 9 

.j.n4icatesf:the  minimum possible annual cost of . a veice circuit, 	• • 

' thecost.through a satellite that is optimum for that amount of 

traffic. 
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Suppose we now overlay the curves in Figures 8 and 9, as 

shown in Fig. 10. 	In this figure-  the demand-curve is the amount 

that could be charged for a. 'toi ce  circuit at each malue-'of 

traffic, and the cost curve is the minimum amount that:Must be 

charged. 	From the demand-cost-strategy viewpoint_there are three 

classes of  points on the cost curve. 	These are::' 

points  at which the cost curve'is below the demand 
cOrve, such as point a; 

ii) points at which the cost curve is above the deMand 
curve, such as point b; 

iii) points at which the cost _curve and the deffiand curve 
are equal, such as point c. 

Points a are feasible _points, but at the satellite costs Of point 

. a the total network cost could be reduced by.increasing,the 

amount of satellite traffic above that indicated by point a. 

Points b are not 'feasible, since no satellite system:can meet the 

costs required by the network. Points c  are optimum in that at 

point . c the total network annual cost is minimized ,  there may be 

several points c, in that the -cost curve and the demand curve may 

• intersect several times. 	Of this set of locally optimum points, 

. the globally optimum one is - that with least satellite Voi,ce 

circuit annual cost. 	This is also the point with largest 

satellite capacity, since the demand curve is a-decreasing 

function. 	• 

Several network constraints and requirements must be 

specified,befere a demand curve and a cost curve can  he  
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determined. 	These include the total traffic through the network, 

the types of system used in the terrestrial network, the amount 

of network protection imposed, etc. The optimum network, subject 

to  thèse  'Constraints, is specified Once the optimum point c has 

been determined. Point .c on the demand curve can be used to 

. specify the terrestrial network and location cf the satellite 

ground'sattons, Point c on the cost curve specifies the type of 

satellite to be Used. Cost-demand curves for Several networks 

sUbjeCt to dtfferent constraints and requirements can be 

obtained, and these results used to determine the globally 

optimum network and to determine the cost of imposing certain. . 

• c,onstraints on the network. 



9.. CHOICE OF SATELLITE  SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

Mi.011.114161. 11n 111t.e.uttl.8.31 n1111M2.1Mellibl. 

"rhedemand-cost Strategy can he usecLto optimize 

the satellite/terrestrial network . for whieh  the satellite  , 
• 

-operating .  frequency and ground stations have been 	, 

specified. .These  cons traints  can be rela:ied.by'varying: 

the system.parameters and re-optimiZing the systeM,  The 

• optimum set of system Parameters is that:set mhich:results 

- in à Minimum .  total system annual cost. 

Choice of several  basic satellite system Par.ameters. such 

. - as .operatingfrequency (12 and 14 GHz or 4 and 6 GHz), and  qround 

 station  antenna di .ameter„ can be .  determined by usi-ng the 	. 
. 	„ 

demand-cos . t strategy. A satellite system demand-çoSt'eurve 

as that shown in Fig. 10 is for a specified set of terrestrial 

link costs, including the costs of the ground station links. 	As 

ground-station antenna diameters are decreased, and/or the 12/14 

GHz band is used instead of the 4/6 GHz band, it is expected that 

ground-station costs will decrease and satellite costs ii ii  

increase. 	For each frequency band and for various antenna 

diameters the optimum point c of Fig. 10 can be determined. 

Associated with each such point is a total network cost. 	The 

network with the lowest of these costs is the one chosen. Once 

this network is determined the optimum satellite frequency ,  band 

and satellite antenna diameters are known. 

43 .  
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10 , 	OPTIMIZATION OVER THE  • 1980-1985 INTERVAL 

The demand-cost strategy can be used to optimize 

the network 'co meet a given traffic requirement. Since 

that requirement is a function of time, the network is 

only optimum for a single point in time, and yet systems 

within the network are optimized for intervals as great as 
• 

25 years. The optimum solutions for spedific time 

instants must be combined to produce coMpatible.networks 

over . the 1973 to 1990 interval with . minimum overal present 

value. 

The network model and links costs described in Sections 5 

and 6 are expected to be valid for the complete 1973 to 1985 

interval, although they will be updated whenever new information 

becomes available. 	However, the optimization of the network, 

described in Sections 7, 8 and 9, is for a specified traffic 

input. Since the traffic through the network is expected to 

increase significantly during the interval of interest (see 

Section 4 and References 8, 9, and 10), a network optimized for 

one point in time may not be the sanie as the network that is best 

for that point in time when optimization over the complete 1973 

to 1985 interval is considered. 	For instance, the optimum• 

satellite for 1980 may be smaller than that required in the 

'minimum-cost network for 1985. 
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The measure used to compare different compatible networks . 

for the 1973 to 1985 interval is miminum present value in 1973. 

The problem is- that a new systeM introduced in say 1980 may not 

:lae in the optimum 1985 network, or the optimum -satellites for 

1980 and 1985 May be different. The optimization technique'is to 

choose a. number of compatible systems that are not  optimum  at all 

time-points over time-frame,.and of these choese the one with the 

I minimum presen .t Value. 	At present this technique has not been 

mechanized, tier is it likely to be. 	ft will likely depend for , 

the Most part. on engineering judgement,.based on-thesoptimum 

solutions  for  specific traffic requirementS 
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